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There isn't a more profound scene in the film Inside Out than the death of Bing Bong, Riley’s imaginary friend. As the main character approaches her 12th
birthday, her brain is beginning to develop in ways that leave her imagination behind. This is the time when children between the ages of 10 and 14 begin
dying to their childhoods to be born into their adolescence.

Bing Bong represents innocence, imagination, creativity, and childlike joy mixed with love. This is the second greatest time of brain change, the first being
birth to three years of age. Inside Out embraces this development in a very visual and meaningful way as Bing Bong intentionally jumps out of the rainbow
wagon, watching Joy return to headquarters without the weight of childhood thought processes and feelings. As Riley's brain begins exploring this
adolescent stage of life, she begins searching for a new identity and social status, is confronted with intense emotions, and revisits many of her childhood
core memories that begin to enrich this new developmental time in her life. Finding a new purpose and discovering who we are becoming characterize the
great neurobiological changes that educators and parents need to deeply understand in this time of brain development.

The adolescent's jobs are to question authority and search for an identity. As young people grow into these new responsibilities mandated by their personal
development, their teachers and administrators need to understand how to create classroom cultures and relationships that promote creativity, as well as
positive social interactions that play into the intense emotions which are an integral part of the adolescent brain. It is our responsibility to help our young
adults see a bigger life picture filled with optimal choices and consequences, so that embracing hindsight provides foresight for these genius chaotic minds.

There are also significant changes in the secretion and baseline levels of neurohormones. The adolescent brain contains lower levels of serotonin, which
declines in these years. This can contribute to increased aggression along with higher levels of testosterone, which can also contribute to angry outbursts
and impulsive behavior. The baseline for dopamine, our feel-good neurotransmitter, is also lower, so more dopamine is required for a satisfying result.
Additionally, we know that the frontal lobes of the brain are not fully developed in these years, which limits brain function in problem solving, discernment,
emotional regulation, and sustained attention.

There are many brain-aligned strategies that strengthen the creativity and productivity of young adults as we emotionally attach to our adolescents securing
a safe environment for them to explore, identify, and connect with one another. Below are some questions that open the frontal lobe for connection,
memory, and metacognition:

What or who was your Bing Bong? Could it be an object (like a blanket or teddy bear) or something abstract?
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Was this useful?

What does Bing Bong symbolize?
Why is it important for Riley to let go of Bing Bong?
Why did Bing Bong jump off the wagon?
What makes it so sad for the audience (especially parents and adults) as we watch this part?
Do we really ever lose Bing Bong? Explain.
Do you have a core memory of an experience from your imagination? What is it like?

In The Teen Years Explained: A Guide to Healthy Adolescent Development, researchers from Johns Hopkins University provide a powerful handbook to
better understanding the adolescent brain and how we can prepare to sit beside these young adults in a time when the brain is hot, messy, and beautifully
intelligent and complex.

What can we do as educators to ease the transition into healthy adolescence?

1. Model the behaviors that we want to see. It's chancy to assume that our adolescent students know what we want or are asking for regarding behavior,
instruction, and expectations. We need to be specific with our models of instruction and assessment, even developing our own models to share with
our students. Each semester, I create a project that's similar to what I ask of my students. They enjoy my explanation and transparency, and they
love to give me feedback, just as I do with their projects.

2. Tap into the strengths, passions, and expertise of all students. Create expert days where students actually design a professional development
individually or in partners to share their interests and strengths. This could take many forms.

3. Give students choices and input into developing rules, consequences, guidelines, and class structure. Invite students to lead in morning meetings
and class rituals.

4. Provide safe and fair boundaries with explanations as to why these are needed. Our brains need structure and boundaries as much as they need
novelty. When we explain the nuances of neuroanatomy, students begin to see discipline as a science.

5. Teach students about the brain and how it is developing during this time in their lives. They need to understand why they're feeling and acting in ways
unfamiliar to themselves and others. Here are two excellent videos to help them reach this understanding:

TeenMentalHealth.org's Teen Brain
SciShow's The Teenage Brain Explained

6. Teach them how to calm their stress response system through focused attention practices and brain breaks that involve movement. I suggested
some strategies in my Edutopia post Energy and Calm: Change It Up and Calm It Down!

7. Learn your students' ecology. What does this age group like to do on weekends? What is their favorite music and clothing? How do they spend their
free time? What is their favorite technology? What are their goals? What career and vocation choices could tap into their strengths and interests?
When you show interest in their lives and intermix this data into your standards and topics, you've demonstrated equity in the teaching and learning
relationship.

As Urie Bronfenbenner said, "Every child needs at least one adult who is irrationally crazy about him or her." This is the kind of support that adolescents
require, too. How do you demonstrate understanding and guidance for your students during this challenging phase of their lives?
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Educational Neuroscience Curriculum From "Inside Out"

Inspired by the 2015 film "Inside Out," Lori Desautels integrates educational neuroscience strategies into the classroom.
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When Words Aren't Necessary

Posted 4/7 /201 6 1 1 :24pm
Russ Ewell
Parent of 3 and Android + iOS Educational App Developer

Terrific work. I have shared this around, but want you to know we as parents and educators need a great
deal of guidance here. This is where I believe social and emotional teaching and learning would help kids
much. What you are doing is teaching educators and parents how to educate their kids socially and
emotionally. Bravo!

Posted 4/1 1 /201 6 1 1 :05 am
Joy Taylor

Thank you for posting this! I love the use of "Bing Bong" to help educators parents and students alike
better understand the major change that occurs in the young adolescent brain. The lesson and
strategies you list are important for all parents and educators to utilize in order to develop closer
relationships with and enhance the learning and emotional well-being of all students. I will definitely use
these ideas in my classroom and keep your list of strategies close.
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